Mountain Ledge Panels

Simplifying large-scale installation

Mountain Ledge Panels are shaped like Mountain Ledge stones (above) but they are precast as a panel system to facilitate ease of installation where larger stones are needed for a greater expanse or height. The simplicity of this panel system retains the appearance of Mountain Ledge’s precision hand-laid dry-stack set.
Durango Mountain Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique
Veneto Fieldledge with an overgrout technique

Molano Hillstone with an overgrout technique
Sequoia Rustic Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique

Alderwood Stacked Stone with a dry-stack grout technique
Shilo Limestone with an overgrout technique

Vineyard Trail RoughCut with a standard grout technique
THE IMPACT OF GROUT

Grout techniques can dramatically alter the look of any particular stone profile. Compared to the dry-stack technique above, the Wheatfield RoughCut profile at left is shown with an overgrout technique. For more information visit “The Impact of Grout” installation section at: www.eldoradostone.com.
**Ashlar**

Eldorado’s Ashlar profile is a more formal, rectangular-shaped stone that works well on larger surface areas. Its pattern and dimensions, both in height and length make for easier installation.

**Perfect for Commercial Applications**

**River Rock**

Perfect for commercial applications
Top Rock

La Quinta Top Rock

Montana Top Rock

Dakota Top Rock

Buckhorn Top Rock

Shadow Rock

Somerset Shadow Rock

Bronze Shadow Rock

Teton Shadow Rock

Shenandoah Shadow Rock

Chesapeake Shadow Rock
Country Rubble™

CAPRI Country Rubble
BELLA Country Rubble
POLERMO Country Rubble
COGNAC Country Rubble

Cliffstone®

LANTANA Cliffstone
MESQUITE Cliffstone
PONDEROSA Cliffstone
MANZANITA Cliffstone
CAMBRIA Cliffstone
MONTECITO Cliffstone
Manzanita Cliffstone with a dry-stack grout technique
ELDORADO BRICK®

All the romance. All the warmth. All the authenticity and all the dramatic potential of brick. And more. Molded from centuries-old European dwellings, every Eldorado Brick® has the distinct earthen texture and Old-World character that captures the eye and warms the heart. Each individual brick has irregularly-sized dimensions and subtle color blends that complement the overall visual appeal.

Standard brick looks somewhat commonplace in its conformity. But, Eldorado Brick is a chunk of history. Available in four distinctive profiles and fourteen color palettes, Eldorado Brick provides endless opportunities for creative, innovative installation expressions.

Bracciano RomaBrick with an overgrout technique

ViaBrick®

CORTONA ViaBrick  CANTERBURY ViaBrick  DELSOL ViaBrick

ModenaBrick®

CASSIS ModenaBrick  PORTOFINO ModenaBrick  PANZANO ModenaBrick
TundraBrick®

ROSEWOOD TundraBrick
RIVERBED TundraBrick
BEACHWALK TundraBrick
STONEMILL TundraBrick

RomaBrick®

BRACCiano RomaBrick
ARABELLA RomaBrick
CASTELLO RomaBrick
BROLIO RomaBrick

DIMENSIONS & TEXTURES UNLIKE CONVENTIONAL BRICK

RomaBrick has a wider proportioned, slightly thicker form. TundraBrick is a classically-shaped profile with slightly squared edges that are chiseled and worn. ViaBrick is proportioned similar to RomaBrick, but smaller in form and ModenaBrick, conventionally sized, has soft corners and round, beveled edges.
Bracciano RomaBrick with an overgrout technique
ELDORADO BRICK® ACCENTS

A full complement of architectural accents — crowns, moldings, caps, half rounds and trim — are manufactured with the same array of colors (fourteen individual palettes) as Eldorado’s brick profiles. Each Eldorado Brick Accent works perfectly with each Eldorado Brick profile.

The unique color blends of all the Eldorado Brick Accents can also complement a variety of Eldorado Stone profiles.

_A column of Cortona ViaBrick and a wall of Lucera Hillstone, both with an overgrout technique. Installed with Cortona column and wall cap accents._

**TRIM MOLDING**

- **11.5” L**
- **2” H**
- **4.5” W**

**COLUMN CAP**

- **3 sizes available:**
  - 25.5” L x 25.5” W x 3” H
  - 21.75” L x 21.75” W x 3” H
  - 17.75” L x 17.75” W x 3” H

**BRICK SURROUND**

- **11.5” L**
- **3” H**
- **5.25” W**

**WALL CAP**

- **3 sizes available:**
  - 23.75” L x 21.75” W x 2” H
  - 23.75” L x 17.75” W x 2” H
  - 23.75” L x 11.75” W x 2” H

**CROWN DETAIL**

- **11.5” L**
- **2” H**
- **2.875” W**

**HALF ROUNDS**

- **1.25” H**
- **3.75” L**
- **3.625” W**
ELDORADO STONE® ACCENTS

Eldorado Stone® Accents are the perfect complement to architectural stone veneers. The finished detail of Eldorado Accents capture the essence of masonry craftsmanship. Every piece is custom made; molded to replicate sculptural detail and efficiently produced as modular pieces that can be easily installed as lightweight adhered veneers.

Eldorado Stone Accents fit right, look good and cost less. They are available in a selection of colors.

LEFT: Santa Barbara Coarsed Stone with Buckskin Ashlar Wall Cap.
BELOW: Available Eldorado Stone Accent colors.

| Taupe | Earth | Smoke | Buckskin |

WINDOW SURROUND

Approximately 1" to 1.75" thick

LINTEL

Available in 24", 30", 36" and 42" lengths

All lintels are approximately 6" in height and 2.75" thick
CORNER QUOINS
Approximately 1.5" to 3" thick

12 x 12 x 12
12" 12" 12"

12 x 16 x 12
12" 16" 12"

16 x 16 x 12
16" 16" 12"

WAINSCOT SILL

STRAIGHT

90°
8" 8"

135°
7.5" 7.5"
**Eldorado Stone® Accents**

**TRAVERTINE TRIM**

- **KEYSTONE**
  - 9.5”

- **CORNER MOLDING**
  - *left or right* 18”

- **TRIM MOLDING**
  - *straight* 18”

- **WINDOW SILL**
  - *left or right* 24”

**HEAD STONES WITH KEYSTONE**

- **KEYSTONE**
  - 9.5”

- **CUT HEAD**
  - *left or right* 17”

  Approximately 1.5” to 2.5” thick

- **CUT HEAD**
  - *straight* 26”

  Approximately 1.5” to 2.5” thick

- **WINDOW SILL**
  - *straight* 4”
Eldorado Stone® Accents

**WINDOW QUOINS**
Approximately 1.25” to 2.5” thick

**18 X 9.5 X 4**

- 4”
- 18”
- 9.5”

**12 X 9.5 X 4**

- 4”
- 12”
- 9.5”

**6 X 9.5 X 4**

- 4”
- 6”
- 9.5”

**ARCHSTONES & TRIM STONES**
Approximately 1.5” to 2” thick

**KEYSTONE**

- 8”
- 15”
- 5”
- 5.5”

**ARCHSTONE**

- 13”
- 11”

**TRIM STONES**
Approximately 2” thick

- 9”
- 5”
- 8”
- 6”

Approximately 1.25” to 2.5” thick

**River Rock Fireplace Surround & Hearthstones**

**Standard Hearthstone**

**Mantles** are available in two sizes: 8” x 48” x 2” or 12” x 48” x 2”

**Lightbox**

**Electrical Boxes**

Eldorado Stone® Accents
**Eldorado Stone® Accents**

- **Ashlar Wall Cap**
  - 12” x 16”, 12” x 17”, and 12” x 20”
  - Approximately 5.75” to 6.5” thick

- **Peaked Wall Cap**
  - 12” x 20” (2.375” sides with a 3.5” peak)
  - 16” x 20” (2” sides with a 3.5” peak)

- **Textured Column Caps**
  - 18” x 18” x 2.5”, 22” x 22” x 2.5”, 26” x 26” x 2.5”
  - Cap peak approximately 5.5”
  - Available with or without hole

- **Rustic Wall Caps**
  - 18” x 24”, 24” x 24”, 30” x 24”
  - Approximately 5.75” to 7” thick

- **.flagstone wall & column cap**
  - 6” x 37” wall cap
  - 9” x 37” wall cap
  - 12” x 37” wall cap
  - 24” x 24” column cap
  - 24” x 30” column cap
  - Wall caps approximately 2.25” thick.
  - Column caps approximately 2.5” thick

- **Ships with approximately 1/3 each of three sizes**

- **Ashlar Wall Cap**
  - 12” x 16”, 12” x 17”, and 12” x 20”
  - Approximately 5.75” to 6.5” thick
RESPECTING REGIONAL DISTINCTIONS

Out of profound respect for regional building materials and styles, Eldorado Stone has developed and refined its Regional Profiles. Eldorado's Regional Profiles include shapes and colors from three of the most influential regions of the country: the East, the West, and the Northwest.

The stones in our Regional Profiles are the product of countless stone-gathering trips into the fields, meadows, mountains, canyons, and riverbanks that grace different parts of our country. They are also the result of careful study of great American stone architecture — from the classic stone houses of Pennsylvania and the adobe ranch houses of New Mexico, to ledgestone homes of Colorado.

Now, Eldorado Stone invites you to explore our Regional Profiles. As you do, please keep this in mind: Eldorado Stone veneer isn’t limited to façades. Increasingly, it’s installed inside the home. Innovative designers know that kitchens, family rooms, master suites and bathrooms can all benefit from a handsome Eldorado installation. Eldorado Stone is also having a dramatic impact on patios, garden walls and outdoor fireplaces. And, in restaurants, hotels and many other commercial applications too. The potential design applications for Eldorado Stone are limited only by the imagination.
Nationwide Profiles and Accents manufactured throughout the continental United States are available through our certified network of Dealers and Distributors. We also offer a variety of Regional Profiles manufactured in your specific region. They are indigenous stones developed for local architectural styles and color palettes.

For more information please contact Eldorado Stone toll free at 800.925.1491 or visit www.eldoradostone.com.
Dating back to colonial times, the Eastern region of the United States has a rich tradition of building with stone. The Mid-Atlantic states in particular, including New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, were blessed with plentiful and easily accessible stone — from the ashlar-shaped stone types of New York to the randomness of Pennsylvania rubble. The stone architecture of the region also benefited from the skilled stone workers who immigrated here, particularly from Scotland, Germany, Italy, and the Scandinavian countries.

Eastern region architectural styles were often built with an abundance of stone. From the early 17th and 18th century Georgian, Colonial and Federal styles symmetrically ordered and gracefully detailed, to simplified farmhouses, stone types selected for specific styles remain esteemed depictions for that particular architectural statement.

Eldorado’s Eastern Profiles — Mountain Ledge, Country Rubble, Limestone, Castle Stone, among others — respects the shapes, textures and color palettes of the stone types found in the region.
Bridgeport Limestone with an overgrout technique
Amber Falls Weather Edge with a dry-stack grout technique
Think of the American West and what comes to mind: buildings made of stone that almost blend in with the landscape; sprawling ranch style homes on the windswept prairie plains; Spanish colonial architecture with breezeways that welcome the elements; even adobe, the classic Southwestern brick made from earth and straw.

Eldorado Stone’s Western Regional Profiles include, among others, Rustic Ledge, Quarrystone, Coarsed Stone, River Rock and Country Rubble. Each admires the shapes, textures and color palettes of the stone types found in the region. In addition, Eldorado Stone® now offers one of the most versatile and revered materials in the history of architecture: adobe. For those interested in capturing the essence of the indigenous architecture of the southwestern United States, Eldorado Adobe® is an excellent choice.

Respecting the regional distinctions that help us develop and refine appropriate regional profiles is what makes Eldorado Stone the manufacturer of The Most Believable Architectural Stone Veneer in the World."
Coal Canyon Cobblestone with a standard grout technique

Buckskin Mountain Ledge with a dry-stack grout technique
**Sandstone**

- Santa Barbara Sandstone
- American Blend River Rock
- Sonoma River Rock

**River Rock**

- Sierra River Rock
- Yosemite River Rock

**Country Rubble™**

- English Country Rubble
- Chateau Country Rubble
- Western Wisconsin Weather Edge

**Weather Edge™**

- Bordeaux Country Rubble
- Napa Valley Weather Edge
Western Wisconsin Weather Edge with a dry-stack grout technique

Creek Cobble®

American Blend Creek Cobble  Sierra Creek Cobble  Yosemite Creek Cobble
ELDORADO ADOBE®

From ancient dwellings to Southwestern pueblos, religious congregations and assemblies, adobe has provided character and warmth for centuries. And now, Eldorado conveys that same endearing ardor for your home.

Three warm, subtle color palettes comprise the adobe product line. Whether it’s installed as a monumental façade or a simple retaining wall, Eldorado Adobe is the perfect complement that projects timeless Southwestern charm.

Solano CaminoAdobe with an overgrout technique.

CaminoAdobe™

CapistranoAdobe™

Eldorado Adobe® Accents

ADOBE LARGE WALL CAP

12" W

16" L

3.5" H

ADOBE SMALL WALL CAP

7.5" W

15.5" L

3.5" H
Solano CaminoAdobe with an overgrout technique
In general, the geology of the Pacific Northwest is characterized by darker tones; darker than that of the western United States. Consequently, many Northwestern regional profiles from Eldorado Stone reflect this darker color palette. From the dark gray-browns of the tailored, chisel-cut Broken Top to the mix of sienna brown and ashen gray ledge-like stone of Mountain Ledge, each Northwestern regional profile is distinct.

Many Pacific Northwest structures were also built with an abundance of stone. Eldorado’s Northwestern Regional Profiles — which includes, among others, Weather Edge, Shadow Rock, Cobblestone and Stacked Stone honors the architecture by producing stone types respective of the region.

Monarch

NORTHWEST FLINTSTONE Monarch

Shadow Rock

CASCADE Shadow Rock

Stacked Stone

CHINA MOUNTAIN Stacked Stone

Cobblestone

OLYMPIC Stacked Stone

Limestone

BROWN Cobblestone

Mount Saint Helens Limestone

Vintage Manor®

LONDON Vintage Manor

Gray Cobblestone

Sacramento Limestone

Yorkshire Vintage Manor